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V magistrski nalogi sem raziskoval vlogo umika pri ustvarjalnem procesu. Kot glavna 
motivacija pri nalogi mi je služilo obdobje stagnacije, ki mi je preprečevalo, da bi dosegel 
napredek pri kreativnem procesu vizualnega komuniciranja ugotovitev moje raziskave o utopiji. 
S slednjo sem se sprva začel ukvarjati zaradi opažanja, da je človeštvo k utopijam nehalo 
stremeti. Umik služi kot metoda pobega pred motečim okoljem in na ta način omogoča možnost 
učinkovitega premagovanja stanja stagnacije. Razlog za natančnejšo raziskavo obravnavane 
tematike v okviru magistrske naloge je njena relevantnost za umetnike nasploh. Fotografski 
material, ki je v obdobju umika nastal, predstavlja osnovo dela, ki funkcionira kot odziv na 
raziskovanje utopije. Umik se je izkazal kot učinkovita metoda premagovanja obdobja 
stagnacije v ustvarjalnem procesu, praktično delo pa izpolni svojo nalogo kot odgovor na 
teoretični del magistrske naloge in kot materialna manifestacija ugotovitev o utopiji. Ker je bila 
magistrska raziskava opravljena na podlagi osebne izkušnje, je potrebno poudariti, da kot taka 





The aim of this master’s thesis is to research the role of retreat on a creative process. As a main 
motivation for this thesis, a stagnation I was experiencing was preventing me from progressing 
in the creative process of visually communicating the findings of my research on Utopia, which 
I initially started due to my observation of a seeming loss of humanity’s aspiration towards 
Utopias. The retreat serves as a method of escape from a distracting environment and thus 
promises to possibly be an effective technique for overcoming this stagnation. Its relevance for 
artists in general is the reason for a closer examination within the scope of this master’s thesis. 
The material gathered on the retreat is the basis of a body of work that functions as a response 
to the research on Utopia. Eventually, the retreat did indeed turn out to be an effective method. 
The implementation of the practical work fulfills its function as a response to the research by 
embodying and materializing my findings on Utopia. Although, it must be said that, because 
they were obtained on an individual level, my findings are not adequate for translating 
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The aim of this master’s thesis is to research the role of the retreat on a creative process. In this 
context, the retreat serves as a method of escape from a distracting environment, and the subject 
matter of a social and personal Utopia acts as the foundation for the creative process. This thesis 
and its subject matter are a response to a personal crisis, which developed into a research project 
on finding and defining a better society and on the notion of Utopia in general. This search for 
a better society had been a present theme before, but only became much more concrete through 
the focus on Utopia as the subject matter. 
As an essential part of this thesis, the research addresses the question of if we as a society have 
stopped aspiring to Utopias. After having formed a certain understanding of the topic, I began 
trying to visualize my findings. There have been previous attempts, but I couldn’t develop a 
suitable form of visualization. When the feeling of stagnation related to my research on Utopia 
became stronger, the desire to break out of my routine grew stronger as well. The wish to 
distance myself from routine and familiar surroundings in order to see things from a different 
perspective, gave me the idea of going on retreat. 
Since this stagnation I was feeling offered a suitable point of reference, I wanted to use it to 
evaluate the effectiveness of retreat for me as an individual. I was curious to find out, if I could 
in fact perceive a benefit of the retreat on the creative process of visually communicating my 
thoughts on Utopia. For its implementation, the predominantly photographic material that was 
gathered on the retreat has become the basis of a body of work that functions as a response to 




2  RESEARCH ON UTOPIA 
The following chapter follows my personal research on different characteristics of the notion 
of Utopia. Its main focus lies in addressing the question of if we as a society have stopped 
aspiring to Utopias. 
A lot of the research took place in a German-speaking environment due to the existence there 
of persons of relevance for this topic, and due to German being my native language. Based on 
the current nature of the topic, the dialogue often takes place through rather untraditional media 
such as podcasts, online video formats, documentaries and television shows. Furthermore, it is 
important to mention that the focus of this research lies on today’s Western world. 
Consequently, this research is not eligible for a universal approach on the topic, and was never 
meant to be treated as such. 
 
2.1 HAVE WE STOPPED ASPIRING TO UTOPIAS? 
When I started working in the creative field after completing my university degree, it quickly 
became clear to me that I couldn’t reconcile the moral concept of my field of work with my 
conscience. I began questioning our society’s moral standards and got further politically 
sensitized. My interest in present-day issues grew, and the more I followed the political 
discourses the more I had the feeling that there was a structural problem which was preventing 
any substantial progress in the solving of these issues. It seemed like we as a society are 
currently paralyzed, and that we don’t know in what direction to head. 
All of this got me thinking, and I began wondering why things are the way they are right now. 
What is this seemingly insurmountable force preventing us from making the badly needed 
change in direction? How come we are only fighting the symptoms instead of the actual 
problems nowadays? And why don’t we have clear visions for the future anymore? Have we 
stop aspiring to Utopias? 
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The Cambridge Dictionary defines the term “utopia” as “(the idea of) a perfect society in which 
everyone works well with each other and is happy”.1 In this master’s thesis I refer to the notion 
of Utopia, because of its conceptual and universal character. Utopias have been essential in the 
history of humanity and were a natural process in humanity’s development. The Dutch historian 
and author Rutger Bregman explained this condition beautifully through the simple correlation 
of basic needs and basic Utopias, that existed long ago2—unfortunately not even these very 
simple Utopias have been attained all around the world. But past issues have shaped visions of 
a better life and have made for the richer world, in which we are living today. Nevertheless, 
there will always be social injustices and the need for Utopias, and due to today’s power 
relations, it is our responsibility to speak up for those without a voice and to communicate the 
importance of global issues, such as climate change. 
So it seems that there are a lot of good reasons to rebel and have visions for the future these 
days. I would even argue that there are very few reasons not to do so. We let companies whose 
values are limited to the amount of income and growth they produce, due to the economic 
system they operate in, decide on our future without realizing that this inevitably will lead to a 
very inhuman period. We let populists make an ever increasing part of our society believe in 
lies and don’t prevent them from gaining more and more power through the cultivation of fear. 
We let politicians, who ought to act in favor of society, get away with selfish decisions that are 
harming the general public interest. Why are we allowing all of this to happen? And why are 
we not fighting together against these injustices? 
 
2.2 THOUGHTS ON THE HISTORY OF UTOPIA 
“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”3  
 
1 utopia, Cambridge Dictionary, available at <https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/utopia> (30. 
4. 2020). 
2 Rutger BREGMAN, Utopien für Realisten: die Zeit ist reif für die 15-Stunden-Woche, offene Grenzen und das 
bedingungslose Grundeinkommen, Hamburg 2019, p. 19. 
3 George SANTAYANA, The Life of Reason: the Phases of Human Progress, New York 1905, p. 284. 
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When talking about the history of the notion of Utopia it is important to know that the term 
hasn’t always had such a negative connotation to it. Frederic Jameson, an American literary 
critic and philosopher, once described utopians as “intellectuals […] know-it-alls willing 
tirelessly to explain to anyone who would listen the solutions to all those problems; […] in 
short, obsessives and maniacs”4. And with this he depicts the danger we sense in Utopias these 
days, the “obsessive search for a simple, a single-shot solution to all our ills.”5 But in the 
development of our societies all great achievements have been utopian initially due to their 
seemingly unattainable nature. This also results in a recurring response by society. Economist 
and author, Albert Hirschman divides that response into three different arguments. People 
perceive these achievements as pointless, dangerous and unnatural. But Hirschman also 
observes that once implemented, they are almost instantaneously taken for granted.6 
Thus, we should be aware of Utopias’ shortcomings and think critically, but we shouldn’t 
neglect their potential. Bregman stresses that Utopias are not able to provide final solutions but 
are rather a great tool for raising important questions.7 Therefore, their political value is 
undeniable, and one could perhaps even see them as the purest form of progress, since in order 
to achieve progress in actuality, people’s mentality has to change first.  
“Progress is the realisation of Utopias.”8 
 
2.3 UTOPIA IN OUR CURRENT SOCIETY 
It is clear by now how much contemporary meaning there is to Utopia. To comprehend it in its 
entirety, we first must get an understanding of the current state of our society. And for that, I 
propose to ask ourselves the following questions: “How has the most connected society in 
history also become the loneliest?”9 and “Why do people, even after they have their basic needs 
 
4 Fredric JAMESON, Archaeologies of the Future: the Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions, New 
York 2005, p. 43. 
5 JAMESON 2005, fn. 4, p. 11. 
6 BREGMAN 2019, fn. 2, p. 49. 
7 Ibid., p. 21. 
8 Oscar WILDE, The Soul of Man, London 1900, p. 40. 
9 The Loneliness Epidemic, YouTube, 23. 4. 2019, available at 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3aIQuMWJCA> (11. 10. 2019). 
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met, with all the tools we have available, why are we not only unhappy but largely depressed?”10 
These questions expose the immense—and at first glance paradoxical—issues we are facing in 
today’s world. But the existence of these issues suddenly makes sense when one understands 
them as a symptom of a much bigger problem. And this problem is very much related to my 
research regarding our seemingly lost aspiring to Utopias. It is our current form of capitalism. 
Walter Benjamin, in 1921, in his literary fragment Kapitalismus als Religion, even goes so far 
as calling capitalism the perhaps most extreme cult religion that has ever existed.11 It may seem 
a little implausible to present such a dated source for a very contemporary problem, but it should 
be emphasized how often Benjamin turned out to be accurate in his predictions. It seems like 
he could already grasp to what vast extent and with what complexity late capitalism was about 
to change our world and society for the worse. 
One of these changes is the noticeable replacement of values with money.12 German 
philosopher and author Richard David Precht ascribes this to the socialization that we 
experience in our current society. He describes our society as a society that rewards some form 
of economic egoism and that, therefore, will produce many economic egoists.13 He further 
believes that the decay of religion has contributed to the change in society, since the loss of the 
collective idea that God determines one’s destiny has now made us fully responsible for 
messing up our own lives.14 Moreover, he raises the hypothesis, that we thus have created a 
gap, which we haven’t been able to fill with anything meaningful but with material and 
impermanent things.15 German writer Juli Zeh further believes this decay of religion having 
resulted in a loss of collective vision and in the evolution of this ubiquitous self-optimization16 
Visions of a better future are necessary for any development to happen, and Bregman observes 
an issue there. It seems as though a loss of belief, in the power of community and in what we 
can achieve as a society has developed. Moreover, he believes that we have lost the ability to 
 
10 The Loneliness Epidemic, YouTube. 
11 Walter BENJAMIN, Gesammelte Schriften - Band VI: Fragmente vermischten Inhalts. Autobiographische 
Schriften, Frankfurt am Main 1991, p. 101. 
12 JAMESON 2005, fn. 4, p. 229. 
13 Auf einen Kaffee mit Richard David Precht, Zukunftsinstitut, available at 
<https://www.zukunftsinstitut.de/fileadmin/Richard_David_Precht-3.pdf> (1. 5. 2020). 
14 Precht - Mehr Fortschritt, mehr Wohlstand, mehr Glück?, Richard David Precht im Gespräch mit Juli Zeh, 






imagine other worlds which are strongly divergent from the one we live in, and he reminds us 
of the hard truth that, with the lack of Utopias, only technocracy remains.17 But what caused 
this loss of vision and hence stagnation? Bregman points out that this dream of a land of 
abundance has become a dream of the past and has lost its appeal in today’s world. The minor 
benefits we would encounter with this growth in consumption and security would come with 
the much higher costs of an increase in pollution, obesity and state surveillance.18 But according 
to Bregman, we now lack a single but fundamental thing: a reason to get out of bed in the 
morning. He refers to American philosopher Francis Fukuyama, who already in 1989 described 
our life as revolving around the satisfaction of redundant consumer needs, endless solution of 
technical problems and abstract economic calculations.19 In addition to this fundamental 
problem of futility, Bregman is convinced that we do not live in bad times, but that we lack the 
ability to think of something better.20 
 
2.4 UTOPIA AND CAPITALISM 
It seems like we are trapped in this vicious circle. We are in need of change but most of us don’t 
even realize that such a need exists. I believe that capitalism created certain power relations that 
make it a very obscure system. But once you start looking at the numbers, you’ll quickly see 
the magnitude of injustice that has been created in this system. For instance, the eight richest 
people on this planet own as much as the poorer half.21 And “the 1.2 billion poorest people 
account for only 1 per cent of world consumption while the billion richest consume 72 per 
cent.”22 We should ask ourselves whether we are still the ones in control of this system or 
whether the power relationship has changed.23 
 
17 BREGMAN 2019, fn. 2, p. 22. 
18 Ibid., p. 13. 
19 Ibid., p. 18. 
20 Ibid., p. 19. 
21 Deborah HARDOON, Eight people own same wealth as half the world, oxfam, 16. 1. 2017, available at 
<https://oxfamapps.org/media/press_release/2017-01-eight-people-own-same-wealth-as-half-the-world> (7. 12. 
2019). 
22 A New Global Partnership: Eradicate Poverty and Transform Economies through Sustainable Development, 
The Report of the High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 Development Agenda, United Nations, 
available at <https://www.un.org/sg/sites/www.un.org.sg/files/files/HLP_P2015_Report.pdf> (7. 12. 2019). 
23 Florian OPITZ, System Error: Wie endet der Kapitalismus?, iTunes, 2018, available at 
<https://itunes.apple.com/de/movie/system-error-wie-endet-der-kapitalismus/id1377732689> (14. 10. 2019). 
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Richard David Precht sees the problem of our current form of capitalism in the fact that a post-
growth society is not provided for in it.24 And as Professor Tim Jackson describes the current 
state of capitalism: “I think what we’ve seen over the last few years is cracks in the shiny surface 
of capitalism. […] And as you look more and more closely you see that these cracks go […] 
right to the heart of the basic ideas of capitalism.”25 We’re operating within a system that has 
lost its connection to the real world. Something is wrong with our system and the signs of this 
couldn't be any clearer. So, the question arises: Why do we ignore them so consistently?26 
One of the problems is our collective memory. After World War II, we had an incredible 
increase in prosperity, which was only made possible due to the immense destructions of the 
war. The strong belief in economic growth as a political main goal was born and the gross 
domestic product (GDP) became the symbol of this period.27 There is only one problem with 
this: There is no such thing as infinite growth in this world. But the older people get, the greater 
the danger it is that they get accustomed to a status quo in which a presumable freedom can 
become a prison and truth a lie.28 Thus many people aren’t even aware of the problem. As 
German filmmaker and journalist Florian Opitz has beautifully put it: “Die Welt scheint dem 
Kapital langsam zu klein zu werden.”29 (Eng.: The world seems to be slowly becoming too 
small for capital) 
In order to change this situation, we have to break through many obstacles, since economic 
growth is “incredibly deeply embedded” in our system.30 But “you just don’t go on growing 
and growing forever when you’re in a finite place and the only mechanisms […] from nature 
that we see that do that end up basically killing their host”, as Professor Jackson depicts it.31 
So, without a doubt there is an urgent need to change something. The decision to base our 
political systems, and therefore our lives, on production figures should be seen a threat to a 
 
24 Auf einen Kaffee mit Richard David Precht, fn. 13 
25 OPITZ 2018, fn. 23 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 BREGMAN 2019, fn. 2, p. 21. 





good life, and this governance by figures should be understood as the last refuge of countries 
that have lost their direction and no longer have any Utopias.32 
 
2.5 THE HUMAN FACTOR 
By now, we have discovered the current form of capitalism’s dystopian character and have 
observed the system’s deep connection with politics. As a consequence, it seems natural to try 
to find the solution in the scope of politics. At the present time, we are facing existential threats 
such as climate change and countless more issues at local levels. It is no wonder that German 
author and journalist Carolin Emcke is questioning the ability of democracy to react in time to 
these important questions and has further posed the question as to whether lobbying might be 
the real reason for these slow decisions.33 
One might argue that the necessary changes would overwhelm us, but Richard David Precht is 
of a different opinion here. He believes to find the roots of this feeling of being overwhelmed 
not on an intellectual, but psychological level. It’s the fundamental concepts, such as the need 
for economic growth, that have become deeply embedded in generations from childhood 
onward and which are in conflict with the current developments. It is these essential 
understandings of the world, when questioned, that are creating this overload, since a huge part 
of multiple generations’ identity now is in question.34 Rutger Bregman carries this thought 
forward, while referring to an article by Joe Keohane in 2010 and a study titled When Prophecy 
Fails from the year 1956, by explaining that once people find themselves in the situation of 
having their deepest convictions questioned, this questioning unconsciously gets interpreted as 
an attack on their identity, and defense mechanisms kick in. Instead of questioning their beliefs 
and risking a deep existential crisis and the grueling work of revaluating their entire 
understanding of the world, they create new realities for themselves and hold on even stronger 
 
32 BREGMAN 2019, fn. 2, p. 123. 
33 Zeit Online/Zeitmagazin, Alles gesagt? - Carolin Emcke, wie finden wir Glück?, spotify, 31.10.2019, 
available at <https://open.spotify.com/episode/0zB1BQQGh1Jrqo1FLI4Ceh?si=s-6hfYgARqqap3l3YxukIQ> 
(4. 11. 2019). 
34 Precht - Revolution für das Klima – Eine Generation steht auf, Richard David Precht im Gespräch mit Carla 
Reemtsma, ZDF, 2019, available at <https://www.zdf.de/gesellschaft/precht/precht-204.html> (16. 10. 2019). 
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to their convictions.35 Bregman also refers to American journalist Ezra Klein. According to 
Klein, intelligent people do not use their intellect to find correct answers but rather to find the 
answers they like.36 This knowledge puts us in a very difficult situation. Could it be that human 
nature is the real problem? Precht argues that we only readjust our lives under very extreme 
circumstances and that, due to climate change, this readjustment is necessary.37 We need to 
realize that this is not just another problem, but an existential crisis.38 
Maybe we should be scared now. In the eyes of German philosopher Alexandra Lauck this 
would be an essential success, because fear is a necessary feeling in order to make us understand 
that we need a radical change in our lives.39 It’s about time for a change and I believe we have 
the duty to do something. But Precht believes that this notion of duty has broken down in recent 
decades, despite its prior significance in our culture.40 How can we bring this idea of our 
collective duty back to life? Is art the way to do it? Renzo Martens skeptical approach towards 
critical interventionist art—art that reveals inequalities—leads one to doubt it.41 Should we then 
set a good example for society by only acting on that maxim which we would like to be general 
law, as Immanuel Kant proposed in his concept of the categorical imperative?42 And then hope 
that others follow, like French singer-songwriter and poet Georges Brassens proposed?43 I 
believe there is no absolute answer to these questions and each of us must find their own ways 
to have an impact. Bregman calls on the reader on the last page of his book Utopien für Realisten 
to act by emphasizing the necessity of being unrealistic—clearly referencing the basic concept 
of Utopia here—in order to change the world. He also states that we should not forget about the 
fact that, in the past, people who stood up for immensely important things, such as the abolition 
of slavery or women’s suffrage, had been declared crazy too, until history happened to prove 
them right.44 
 
35 BREGMAN 2019, fn. 2, p. 234. 
36 Ibid., p. 235. 
37 Auf einen Kaffee mit Richard David Precht, fn. 13 
38 Zeit Online/Zeitmagazin, Alles gesagt?, fn. 33. 
39 Arte Streetphilosophy - Hab keine Angst!, arte.tv, 2018, available at <https://www.arte.tv/de/videos/079461-
005-A/streetphilosophy> (13. 10. 2019). 
40 Precht - Mehr Fortschritt, mehr Wohlstand, mehr Glück?, fn. 14. 
41 Artist Talk: Renzo Martens and the Institute for Human Activities, YouTube, 12. 2. 2015, available at 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIwFd1zB1zk> (29. 11. 2019). 
42 Immanuel KANT, Gesammelte Schriften. Abtheilung IV: Vorlesungen. Vorlesungen über Logik: Gesammelte 
Schriften / Akademieausgabe, Bd.24/1, Göttingen 1966, p. 421. 
43 Arte Streetphilosophy - Humanismus empört euch!, arte.tv, 2016, available at 
<https://www.arte.tv/de/videos/066299-006-A/streetphilosophy> (12. 10. 2019). 





As a result of this research it seems to be beyond a doubt that we have experienced a change in 
society and its values and that this change is connected to the development of the capitalist 
system. I believe this system is paralyzing us with its obscurity and complexity, and that the 
hard to grasp power relations are increasing the injustice. We have lost the notion of collective 
duty and have only very little expectations for our achievements as a society. All of this is 
probably only possible due to our human nature. We’re flawed beings and this system seems to 
be designed to abuse these flaws. The world we live in is a very complex place, and I could also 
be overlooking some important details. But even if this were the case, it is beyond question that 
the current system needs to be adjusted at the very least. 
 
2.7 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 
So why does it seem like we have stopped aspiring to Utopias? I believe that late capitalism 
and its changes in society are the very root of this. But we cannot say with certainty. Rutger 
Bregman believes we can find an indication of us still having ideals—even if according to him 
they’re already buried alive—in the existence of a widespread nostalgia and a longing for a past 
that has never existed, and furthermore, calls an understanding of what it means to have good 
life the basis of every progress.45 Just now, criticism of capitalism is being heard more and 
more. Public debates about the problems of the system, and therefore discussions about 
alternative systems, slowly are becoming accepted. That means there is a great potential for 
new Utopias. On a final note, I’d like to give you the following words of Ernst Bloch to take 
with you. May they make you think. 
“everyone producing according to his abilities, everybody consuming according to his needs 
[…]. This logic removes every hateful sort of impediment […]. Only in this way will the 
community, freely electing itself, have space above a society that merely disburdens and a 
 
45 BREGMAN 2019, fn. 2, p. 27. 
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46 Ernst BLOCH, The Spirit of Utopia, Stanford California 2000, p. 246. 
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3 THE METHOD OF RETREAT 
The decision to go on retreat could be described as a very intuitive act. The feeling of stagnation 
that I experienced after my research, when trying to visualize my findings, most likely created 
a subconscious desire to break with my routine. Only after revising my concept proposals for 
this master’s thesis, did I come to the realization, that, throughout all of them, the method of 
retreat played a key role. Even when trying to focus on different aspects within these concepts, 
the necessity of a retreat as a basis for these concepts to function was always retrievable. This 
realization led me to focusing my thesis on the method of retreat and to research its effectiveness 
against this experienced stagnation and thus the effect on the creative process as well. In order 
to better understand the meaning of retreat within the scope of this thesis, the following section 
covers some relevant and significant aspects of this method. 
 
Image 1 Concept sketch of the master’s thesis (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
Retreats have been a common practice in a number of societies, oftentimes religious 
communities, and are practiced up to this very day.47 Whether forced, in the form of an asylum, 
or of one’s own free will, retreats seem to have had a great impact on the persons that have 
experienced them. This is presented persuasively in exhibitions like Machines à Penser at 
Fondazione Prada in Venice. The exhibition explored “the correlation between conditions of 
exile, escape and retreat and physical or mental places which favor reflection, thought and 
 
47 Vassa, Encyclopaedia Britannica, available at <https://www.britannica.com/topic/vassa> (1. 5. 2020). 
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intellectual production.”48 Curator Dieter Roelstraete explains the focus on the environments, 
in which the included personalities found themselves, by stating that “these were the places 
where our protagonists hatched out their deepest thoughts. Isolation, whether chosen or 
imposed, appears to have inspired them decisively—and over the years their huts have proven 
to be an inexhaustible source of inspiration in turn for generations of artists, attracted to the 
fantasy of withdrawal as articulated in its most elemental architectural form.”49 
 
3.1 THE ROLE OF THE HUNTER’S CABIN 
Artist and writer Mark Riley, who contributed a work of his to the Machines à Penser at 
Fondazione Prada in Venice, also was interested in why these people chose those specific 
places. He started his project Thinking Place in the year of 2005 with Martin Heidegger’s hut 
in the Black Forest Mountains of southern Germany. Later, he eventually expanded the project 
by also investigating the hut of philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein in Skjolden in Norway and is 
currently undertaking an investigation of Norwegian philosopher Arne Naess and his two huts 
in Tvergastein, Norway.50 One of the leading motifs of his research was the exploration of the 
relation between the place and the thinking process.51 
The location of withdrawal has a unique meaning to the individual. “Wittgenstein’s hut […] 
was the only structure designed and built purposefully for his own personal interests and 
preoccupations.“52 Even Martin Heidegger found a place in his hut, where “he ultimately sought 
to immerse himself in a rarefied world that brought into close proximity, thinking and manual 
work.”53 This relationship between Heidegger and his hut had such an important role in his 
 
48 MACHINES À PENSER, Fondazione Prada, available at 
<http://www.fondazioneprada.org/project/machines-a-penser/?lang=en> (9. 1. 2020). 
49 Ibid. 
50 A creative project exploring the nature of specific spaces that philosophers have used in order to think and 
write, THINKING PLACE, available at <http://thinkingplace.org> (10. 4. 2020). 
51 Thinking Place, Reimagining Wittgenstein's Hut, YouTube, 20. 4. 2016, available at 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eK1eil4KMwI> (10. 4. 2020). 
52 Re-imagining Wittgenstein’s Hut at Skjolden, THINKING PLACE, available at 
<http://thinkingplace.org/wittgenstein> (10. 4. 2020). 
53 Place as Palimpsest, Martin Heidegger and the Haunting of Todtnauberg, THINKING PLACE, available at 
<http://thinkingplace.org/heidegger> (10. 4. 2020). 
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work, that architect and writer Adam Sharr even explored this relationship and its properties in 
his book Heidegger’s Hut.54 
However, not only the accommodation itself but also its surroundings play an important role in 
this context as well. This can be perceived in the recurring influence of walks in the creative 
processes of the mentioned philosophers. Wittgenstein’s walks were even manifested in the 
term Denkbewegungen, translated as “thought movements” and meaning the ideas that emerged 
while walking along the paths in the surroundings of his hut.55 Heidegger also experienced this 
benefit of walks through the forest. His “relationship between thinking and the physical 
experience of a locale were intrinsic to the process of temporality and sense making.”56 
 
Image 2 Hunter’s cabin “Waidmannsruh” (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
It is definite to say that the family-owned hunter’s cabin, located at 50°08'58.6"N 10°18'01.2"E 
in the administrative district of Schweinfurt, which I inhabited in the course of my retreat, and 
its surroundings had similar effects to what the previous protagonists experienced. The 
 
54 Heidegger's Hut, MIT Press, available at <https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/heideggers-hut> (10. 4. 2020). 
55 Re-imagining Wittgenstein’s Hut at Skjolden, fn. 52. 
56 Place as Palimpsest, fn. 53. 
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environment set the ambiance and walks offered a method by which to explore and experience 
it in a much more intense way. Furthermore, this isolation that is evident in all of the previous 
examples as well as in my chosen location is also an isolation from a system, a busy system full 
of distractions. A withdrawal from this unsettled environment results in an Entschleunigung, a 
sort of deceleration of the pace of one’s surrounding, that offers the mind space to think. 
 
3.2 THE ROLE OF ESCAPE AND ISOLATION 
In the following passage, I want to further elaborate the role of escape and isolation within the 
method of retreat. Due to the decisive role of the individual, the implementation is conducted 
on a personal level. 
A continuous pattern that I have recognized when looking back over the past few years has 
been the longing to escape. The amount of traveling I did on my own increased steadily over 
time. Traveling alone was not so much the desire but more a product of circumstance. However, 
I did still feel this need for escape and started to travel on my own. The first time this happened 
was shortly after a long relationship went to pieces. Frustrated and in need of a change, I sold 
all my existing camera equipment, bought myself the camera of my dreams—a Leica M6—
booked a flight to Palermo, Italy, and went off with a backpack full of 35mm films and books. 
As Alex Soth has nicely put it: “It’s not really about running away. It’s about the desire to run 
away.”57 
Unsurprisingly, this desire did not disappear and was a major motivation to go on many further 
trips, also in the period of my master’s studies. Some of my travels were related to my research 
on Utopia, while others were not intended to have any connection with this research—though, 
in hindsight, it became clear to me just how strongly they were indeed connected. They 
followed the desire to be in a sort of neutral space, a withdrawal from my routine, a withdrawal 
from time and place, where I could address my doubts and questions of identity and my search 
for a better society. I later realized this desire was the reason for my continuous feeling of 
 
57 Laure Flammarion & Arnaud Uyttenhove, Somewhere To Disappear, distrify, 2010, available at 
<https://distrify.com/videos/cyR8L5-somewhere-to-disappear> (6. 2. 2020). 
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restlessness. With each of these trips, even if not intended, there was further progress towards 
answering those ever-present questions. The isolation that was an integral part in these trips 
was indispensable in achieving this progress. Looking back, I believe the retreat to be a 
continuation of my previous travels. 
 
3.3 FURTHER NOTES ON ISOLATION 
Something noteworthy—even if not processed in the work itself—is the global coronavirus 
pandemic that is taking place at the time of writing of this thesis. This incident is currently 
having a large impact in people’s lives all around the world. Most countries have imposed 
curfews, and whole societies are physically isolated. Of course, there are significant differences 
between my voluntary retreat and imposed curfews, but these measures lead to a similar 
consequence. This withdrawal from routine induces the individual to gain a new perspective on 
seemingly self-evident things. These new perspectives may not necessarily lead anywhere, but 
they nonetheless create the potential for the right questions to come up and for the values of 
people to change. 
 
3.4 EFFECTIVENESS 
Since it is not possible to make a universally valid statement about the effectiveness of retreats 
as such with my procedure, this evaluation is limited to the retreat, that was executed within the 
scope of this master’s thesis. The impact of retreat on the creative process, however, is 
explained further below in my findings in the chapter “The Role of retreat on a creative 
process”. 
When evaluating effectiveness, the criteria by which the evaluation is made are the determining 
factors. I expected new perspectives on the subject matter of Utopia that would help me to 
overcome the stagnation in my creative process. Fortunately in my case, the retreat did indeed 
provide the desired criteria. However, this did not come without its tradeoffs. The environment 
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I found myself in was an isolated location, and contiguous villages were accessible only by 
means of a narrow road lacking a sidewalk. Therefore, the distractions that exist in a populated 
area, as well as any social distractions, were ruled out. Nonetheless, this environment offered 
different kind of distractions. The presence of nature not only was peaceful but also made me 
want to leave the hunter’s cabin behind and explore my surroundings. This distracted me from 
progressing in my conceptual work quite a bit, but also stimulated me creatively. Consequently, 
it makes this situation very hard to judge since I wanted both, a less distractive as well as a 
creatively stimulating environment. Nevertheless, I believe I experienced an imbalance there, 
as I explored around the place rather than working on some concepts inside the cabin. Maybe 
this was also due to a different reason. The escape from any kind of routine also meant a much 
greater effort for daily tasks. Once these obstacles had been overcome, the retreat to the hunter’s 
cabin became an appropriate method for developing new thoughts and thus new perspectives 




4 THE SUBJECT MATTER UTOPIA 
After the preceding stagnation, I decided to use the creative process that I had defined in the 
proposal text of my master’s thesis to address the question of how to visually communicate my 
thoughts on Utopia. Since a visualization of Utopia had always been intangible for me, I wanted 
to use this opportunity to further explore it within the scope of this work. 
 
4.1 DRAWN CONCLUSIONS FROM THE RESEARCH 
The research left me with a number of conclusions. I became aware of the absurdity within the 
concept of Utopia. It’s a concept that lives in its desire to be attained, but cannot be reached due 
to its flawed focus on the very individual’s desires. Even if its attainment were possible, it 
wouldn’t bring the happiness I was seeking after. Philosopher Franz Josef Wetz believes that 
once we have achieved our goals, we experience a strange melancholy, a sort of sadness of 
success—he refers to Ernst Bloch, who called this phenomenon Melancholie der Erfüllung 
(Eng.: melancholy of fulfillment).58 It was hard to accept the truth, that a Utopia is a concept 
that is about the journey rather than the goal. Nevertheless, Utopias provide directions that 
prevent one from leading a life that lacks meaning and purpose. 
 
 
58 Hörsaal - Wer glücklich sein will, darf das Glück nicht jagen, Deutschlandfunk Nova, 28.12.2019, available at 
<https://www.deutschlandfunknova.de/beitrag/philosophie-wer-gluecklich-sein-will-darf-das-glueck-nicht-
jagen> (4. 1. 2020). 
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4.2 PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT VISUALIZING UTOPIA 
  
Image 3-4 Attempt of visualizing my thoughts at Utopia (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2019).  
There have been multiple, smaller, attempts of mine to visualize my thoughts on Utopia. The 
most considerable was a work titled In search for a better society. The purpose of this work 
was to visualize the research on Utopia that I had done up to that time. Due to the work’s 
predominantly textual nature, it was implemented in the form of printed media. Part of this 
implementation were images that I had collected which visualize a Utopia—often in the form 
of a materialization through modernist architecture. Already at that time, I realized that the work 
acted as a foundation that would lead to the development of further works. These works 
provided value in the development of a suitable implementation, and later led me to the idea to 





   
Image 5-6 In search for a better society, printed material (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
 
 
   
Images 7-8 In search for a better society, exhibition setup (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020).  
 
4.3 THE RELATION OF THE HUNTER’S CABIN TO UTOPIA 
The hunter’s cabin, where I went on retreat, had solely to serve the purpose of being a suitable 
place of withdrawal. In its function, it had to provide an isolated and peaceful environment—
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the cabin’s name “Waidmannsruh” (Eng.: Huntsman’s Rest) reflects its setting nicely. It indeed 
embodies an aspect of a personal Utopia, the desire to live more connected to nature, but does 
this in a way that I could not imagine myself practicing. Such strong isolation would not be part 




5 THE ROLE OF RETREAT ON A CREATIVE PROCESS 
In this chapter, the role of retreat on this creative process is examined through the relation of 
the creative process and the individual, the concept of flow, as well as the progression of the 
implemented retreat. To conclude, I provide an assessment of the findings. 
 
5.1 THE CREATIVE PROCESS AND THE INDIVIDUAL 
Since every individual is unique in their creative work, creative processes differ quite 
dramatically from one to another. Thus, the exact same retreat would potentially influence each 
individual in a very different way. 
German musician Martin Stimming describes his experiences of a retreat on a remote mountain 
cabin in the Alps of northern Italy as a time of month-long solitude, a time in which music was 
his only companion, as he nicely put it.59 But he also mentions the experience of a kind of 
uniformity, which he believes can be seen in the result of his creations. By now, retreats had 
become a common practice for him. They take him to very different places, but they all share 
an inspiring environment and a certain degree of isolation. For him, these changes in 
environment offer the opportunity to come to different ideas and to escape the distracting social 
fabric and thus be able to focus much better.60 
 
5.2 THOUGHTS ON FLOW 
But there is also a common thread in successful creative acts: the flow state, which is often 
described as an optimal state of consciousness. The requirements to achieve this state can be 
traced back to common triggers. American author and journalist Steven Kotler points out that 
 
59 Stimming Interview 1/2: Albumrelease, Werdegang, Solomun, Diynamic uvm. (Interview), YouTube, 29. 4. 




these triggers are methods by which dopamine is released, and that the most effective triggers 
are to be found in experiencing risk, a deep embodiment, encountering novelty, as well as in 
the method of pattern recognition.61 The state of flow can have a strong impact on a creative 
process and, therefore, is addressed further in this thesis. 
 
5.3 THE PROGRESSION OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
In the beginning of my retreat, it took some time for the remaining noise floor of the previous, 
oversaturated, environment to settle. The Entschleunigung, a deceleration of the pace of one’s 
surroundings, which I hoped to experience during this retreat, took effect almost 
instantaneously. The benefits of this environment and the solitude it provided embodied 
themselves through a great decrease in distractions and helped me to stay focused. However, 
the lack of social contacts was something I struggled with over time. 
 
Image 9-26 Selection of photographs from the retreat (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
 
61 Frequently Asked Questions on Flow, Steven Kotler, available at 
<https://www.stevenkotler.com/rabbithole/ea-ullam-copy> (8. 5. 2020). 
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When observing the tasks that I would consider being of intuitive nature for me, I experienced 
a higher rate and longer duration of the flow state. The nature that I was surrounded by was an 
inspiring environment that made me want to explore it. The walks through the forest and along 
the fields were effective flow triggers for my photographic work. This might be present in the 
implementations but is not determinable to specific factors. 
 
Image 27-38 Selection of sketches from the retreat (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
Conceptual processes that are of a lesser intuitive nature for me, however, did indeed suffer in 
this new environment. I believe the lack of routine and familiar structures led to a lower 
productivity in this field—even when taking into account the benefits of the lack of distractions. 
This is something I cannot support with numbers; but I believe to know myself, and how I 
function in creative work, to the extent that I can make such judgments. Being cut off from any 
social environment also meant a lack of external influences on the creative process. These 
influential fragments of daily life are important for me in finding new aspects and new 
directions in my work by connecting the seemingly unconnected, and thus they shape the 
outcome substantially. However, the different environment provided a new kind of external 
influences, which gave me other perspectives on the subject matter. I believe that this was 
crucial in overcoming the stagnation that had compelled me to go on retreat in the first place. 
One part of the experience which I struggled with greatly and which influenced my creative 
thinking considerably was the ever-present feeling of anxiety that I suffered from due to the 
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existence of a deadline. Pressure is a factor that, generally speaking, impedes my creative 
processes—that, unfortunately, is how I function in this regard. 
  
  




Image 43 Objects found at the hunter’s cabin (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
During the retreat, I developed a variety of concepts and produced sketches of possible 
implementations, all based on the question of how to visually communicate my thoughts on 
Utopia. Moreover, I took a large number of photographs of the retreat’s setting and collected 
some objects that I found in the cabin’s proximity. After having gotten to a point where I felt 
that the retreat’s potential was fully exhausted, I decided to leave for home. Since the practical 
part of the thesis should act as response to the findings from the retreat, a final selection of 
concepts, which were developed during the retreat, was made. They were then elaborated, with 
the photographic material being incorporated, and finally implemented. 
 
5.4 FINDINGS 
I would consider the method of retreat a success. It turned out to be an effective technique for 
overcoming the stagnant period that had prevented me from further progress in the creative 
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process of visually communicating my findings on Utopia. I experienced great benefits from 
the withdrawal; the loss of routine and social environment, however, led to a lower productivity 
in the conceptual work. Furthermore, a retreat without the existence of a deadline very likely 
would have a had an even greater impact. Finally, it must be said that, because they were 
obtained on an individual level, my findings here are not adequate for translating unrestrictedly 
into a universal statement. For the same retreat would potentially influence every individual in 




6 PRACTICAL WORK 
In the process of selecting and further developing the concepts, I decided to focus on 
materializing the relations, properties and conditionalities that I discovered in the notion of 
Utopia in order to visualize my thoughts on the topic. Due to the complex character of these 
structures, the work ended up being fairly representational in its nature. The result was five 
photographic objects, consisting of different materials and spatially arranged. Each of the 
objects represents a specific idea associated with my findings on the concept of Utopia. It must 
be stressed, however, that the objects are not in their final stages. They are on the level of 
elaborated sketches, and might be subject to major changes in the further development toward 
the final installation. 
 
Image 44 Implementation drafts (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
I believe that using the photographic material created on the retreat in conjunction with archival 
material, as well as objects that were collected at the retreat site itself, give the final pieces a 
functioning balance of proximity to my personal Utopia and a more general take on the topic 
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within this literal materialization. Photography holds the ability of “…piercing the reality and 
turning unseen into seen, absent into present, distant into close, transgressing both the 
limitations of human perception and physical limitations of space and time.”62 As a 
consequence, I believe the medium of photography to be a vital part of the objects or as Fred 
Ritchin wrote: “The most interesting photographs were those that the curator could not place 
either in the category of art (inward looking mirrors) or documentary (the outward-looking 
windows..), but that belonged to a third, hybridized approach—acknowledging the ongoing 
dialogue between inner and outer states that has always made photography, like writing, much 
more than a mere recording.”63 
  
 
62 Rabbit Hole, Photography, Magic and Reality, Cankarjev dom, available at <https://www.cd-
cc.si/en/culture/exhibitions/rabbit-hole> (27. 1. 2020). 





Image 45 Markus Michael Röder, Waidmannsruh, 2020, mixed media, 21 x 16 x 4 cm (Markus Michael Röder, 
personal archive, 2020). 
Waidmannsruh (Eng.: Huntsman’s Rest) is the title of the first of a total of five photographic 
objects that were implemented within the scope of this master’s thesis. In contrast to the other 
objects, its purpose is not to materialize the relations, properties and conditionalities that I 
discovered in the notion of Utopia in order to visualize my thoughts on the topic, but instead 
acts as a centerpiece and a physical center point in the arrangement by providing the context of 
the environment and the time period. 
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It consists of two framed images placed standing back to back and upright on the ground. The 
larger wooden frame shows a monochrome print of the cabin’s exterior, while the smaller metal 
frame shows a monochrome print of the interior, both printed on Hahnemühle Photo Rag 308g 
paper. It not only embodies the relation of the photographic objects to the retreat’s locations, 
but also renders the relationship between the interior and exterior to the retreat’s surroundings. 
    
Image 46 Waidmannsruh, motif 1 (Markus Michael  
Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
Image 47 Waidmannsruh, motif 2 (Markus 




Utopia and reality 
 
Image 48 Markus Michael Röder, Utopia and reality, 2020, mixed media, 77 x 82 x 65 cm (Markus Michael 
Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
Utopias oftentimes hold desires that conflict with contemporary and cultural conditions and 
thus are greatly out of touch with reality. But this disconnection from reality is necessary for 
progress. No matter how close a Utopia is to our current life, it always carries a certain level of 
fiction in it. This distortion of reality, this conflict of desire and the real, should be what’s 
depicted in this piece of work. 
To implement this concept, I combined a piece of wood (7 x 70,5 cm), which was found at the 
retreat’s location, with a photograph printed on a 80 x 120 cm sheet of 300g matte paper, which 
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is hung on a metal construction. The photograph shows a piece of nature in the hunter’s cabin’s 
surroundings. The relation between the motif and the object lies in both being fragments of 
nature. The piece of wood is placed on top of the lower part of the print. With the contrast of 
the object’s physicality, which functions as a representation of the real, and the distortion of the 
printed image, representing fiction, the reality seemingly falls apart when looking straight at 
this piece. In this way, the conflict of the desire and the real, thus the fiction in Utopia, is 
depicted. 
 




The influence of the individual’s Utopia 
 
Image 50 Markus Michael Röder, The influence of the individual’s Utopia, 2020, mixed media, 22 x 75 x 110 
cm (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
The mutual dependence of the individual’s Utopia and society on one another has always been 
intriguing to me. I had been searching for a method to visualize this dependence, and how one 
shapes the other, for some time, but the abstract nature of this relation between the individual’s 
desire, and the society which it inhabits, made it very hard to grasp. 
In order for this to be reflected in an object, I had to take a representational approach. If we put 
forth the case that society is a flat surface, each individual influences society with their beliefs 
and desires distorts this plane, even with their plain existence. These unanswered desires are 
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the bodies that distort this surface. This representation of society is materialized through a 
photographic print on fabric that shows a piece of forest from the cabin’s surroundings. This 
84,1 x 118,9 cm print on 180g polyester allows for a visual distortion in greater fidelity in 
comparison to a print on paper due to its material properties. Additionally, the motif, with its 
geometrical appearance, emphasizes this effect of distortion. The objects distorting the print are 
three broken bricks found in front of the hunter’s cabin, representing the personal Utopias in 
this composition. 
 




The conditionality of the individual 
 
Image 52 Markus Michael Röder, The conditionality of the individual, 2020, mixed media, 52 x 140 x 105 cm 
(Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
Utopia’s essential role for humanity often is overlooked. We oftentimes take the current state 
for granted and don’t question the importance of previous Utopias and the achievements they 
hold. The individual is thus accorded far greater importance than ought to be the case. 
To materialize the imbalance in perception within this conditionality, I created a strong contrast 
between the two representations of the “individual” and “society”. The “individual” consists of 
a high-quality Hahnemühle Baryta 325g print, 8,6 x 12,5 cm in size, of a photograph of a single 
tree in a forest. It is neatly framed and sitting in a white passe-partout inside an unproportionally 
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large frame (52 x 42,5 x 3,5 cm), placed standing upright on the ground. By contrast, “society” 
is depicted by a stack of cheap monochrome laser prints of a photograph showing a group of 
white tubes in a clearing, which are being used to support young trees. The support of the tubes 
and the number of individual trees act as a representation of society and its necessity on the 
individual. In order to further emphasize this thought, the 2000 sheets of partially printed 
recycled paper have been scattered on the ground in front of the framed photograph. 
    
Image 53 The conditionality of the individual, motif 1 
(Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
Image 54 The conditionality of the individual, 





A personal Utopia 
 
Image 55 Markus Michael Röder, A personal Utopia, 2020, mixed media, 7 x 50 x 40 cm (Markus Michael 
Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
After thinking about my very personal Utopia over a long period, I came to the realization of it 
as being an unreachable desired place, a place that only exists in my imagination and that is 
locked there forever. I believe that this is a name that most—maybe even all—Utopias share: 
The unattainable 
For translating this finding into matter, I constructed a wooden display case containing a 
photographic document beneath a glass cover. The document, an envelope, holds photographs 
from 1982, that were taken at the hunter’s cabin—which notes on the envelope suggest. It acts 
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as a visual representation of my personal relationship towards Utopia. This is due to its 
elusiveness and idealization of a past time. It is a fragment of the past, an incomplete picture, 
an unfinished narrative, just as we oftentimes experience Utopias in our daily lives—as 
fragments of a whole that is never fully communicated. Its intangibility is emphasized by having 
this representation locked away in the wooden display case while still making it perceivable 
through the glass cover. 
 





Image 57 Spatial arrangement (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
 
Image 58 Sketch of the arrangement (Markus Michael Röder, personal archive, 2020). 
The work’s fundamental function lies in addressing the question of how to visually 
communicate my thoughts on Utopia. It acts as a response to the research of this master’s thesis 
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by embodying and materializing the findings on the subject matter. When evaluating the design 
solution, the lack of an immediately apparent narrative might be something to be criticized. 
This is due to the representational approach, and hence the result in the individual objects’ 
dependence on annotations. However, the aim of these materializations was not to create 
autarchic pieces, but to create objects that merge a representational approach on the subject 
matter with impressions of the place of creation. They serve the purpose of a photographic 
examination and can be considered an innovative form of display with this hybridized 
implementation. The relevance of the work lies in the complicated relationship that artists often 
have with the overwhelming and restless environment in which they live. This environment can 
be a reason for the stagnation of creative processes. Since a retreat promised to be an effective 
method for overcoming this stagnation, it was in need of being further examined within the 





In conclusion, in this master’s thesis, I addressed the notion of Utopia in an extensive manner, 
my main motive for the research on Utopia—the seeming loss of aspiration to Utopias—, the 
method of retreat, as well as Utopia as a subject matter for implementation in works of art, in 
order to examine the role of retreat on a creative process. 
The retreat turned out to be an effective method for overcoming a stagnant period that had been 
preventing me from progressing in the creative process of visually communicating my findings 
on Utopia. The chosen location provided a suitable framework for a successful outcome, but 
the existence of a deadline had a negative impact on the retreat’s effectiveness. When 
considering the practical work, it can be ascertained that it fulfills its function as a response to 
the research of my master’s thesis by embodying and materializing my findings on the Utopia. 
The merging of a representational approach to the subject matter with impressions of the place 
of creation can be considered an innovative form of implementation. Furthermore, the relevance 
of the method of retreat lies in the complicated relationship that artists often have with an 
overwhelming and restless environment and its potential in countering this issue. Although, it 
must be said that, because they were obtained on an individual level, my findings are not 
adequate for translating unrestrictedly into a universal statement. 
This work should be treated as a materialization of a thought process and may be of relevance 
for a lot of artists in today’s world. It should also be understood as a critique on our current 
society, since none of my research would have been possible without the problems it holds. 
Personally, I managed to solve my inner dispute regarding the notion of Utopia—at least for 
the time being. Thus, a continuation that builds on this work is not intended at this moment in 
time. However, I believe that solving this conflict was a necessity for my further artistic work, 
and I believe that the method of retreat is to become a much more common practice in our 





8 IZVLEČEK V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU 
V svoji magistrski nalogi sem raziskoval vlogo umika pri ustvarjalnem procesu. Umik v tem 
kontekstu predstavlja metodo pobega iz motečega okolja, ideja družbene in osebne utopije pa 
služi kot temelj ustvarjalnega procesa. Magistrska naloga in tema, ki jo v njej raziskujem, sta 
odgovor na osebnostno stisko, ki je nato prerasla v raziskavo ideje o utopiji in misli, da smo k 
utopijam nehali stremeti. Ko sem med svojim raziskovanjem doživel obdobje stagnacije in se 
je občutek nezmožnosti napredovanja v povezavi z mojim delom začel povečevati, se je večala 
tudi želja po prekinitvi rutine, želja po umiku. Slednjo je spodbudila težnja po vzpostavitvi 
distance do vsakodnevne rutine in že znanega okolja, kar bi mi omogočalo dostop do nove 
perspektive in obravnave teme iz svežih gledišč. Priložnost sem želel izkoristiti tudi za namen 
preučevanja učinkovitosti vloge umika pri kreativnem procesu, oziroma pri procesu 
umetniškega upodabljanja mojih razmišljanj o utopiji. Temelj magistrskega projekta je 
fotografski material, ki je bil ustvarjen v času umika in hkrati podaja odgovor na osebno 
raziskovanje. 
Ker je bila magistrska raziskava opravljena na podlagi osebne izkušnje in ker sem se v njej 
osredotočil predvsem na Zahodno dojemanje sveta, kot taka ne more služiti kot primer splošne 
obravnave dotične teme. Po zaključku dodiplomskega študija sem se prvič zaposlil v kreativni 
industriji, kjer sem po določenem času opazovanja delovnega okolja in vrednotenja svojih 
doživljanj v njem prišel do sklepa, da se v dotični panogi na dolgi rok ne vidim. Pričel sem 
resneje preizpraševati uveljavljene moralne vrednote naše družbe, zaradi česar sem postal vse 
bolj pozoren na krivice in nepravilnosti, ki nas obkrožajo. Razmišljanje me je privedlo do 
ugotovitve, da je težava pri reševanju omenjene problematike predvsem strukturna. Poleg tega 
sem se začel spraševati, zakaj so jasne vizije prihodnosti tako redke in kje leži razlog, da utopij 
ne uresničujemo več. 
Skozi zgodovino človeštva je bila večina velikih dognanj in uspehov zaradi njihove navidezne 
nedosegljivosti sprva dojetih kot nekaj povsem utopičnega. To tudi pomeni, da vsakršna nova 
utopija sprva doživi negativen družben odziv. Albert Hirschman, ekonomist in avtor, kljub temu 
navaja, da utopične ideje po implementaciji ljudje presenetljivo skoraj nemudoma razumejo kot 
samoumevne.64 Nizozemski zgodovinar in avtor Rutger Bregman poudarja, da utopije sicer ne 
 
64 BREGMAN 2019, op. 2, str. 49. 
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morejo podati končnih rešitev družbenih problematik, so pa lahko odlično sredstvo za 
postavljanje pomembnih vprašanj.65 
Problematiki osamljenosti in depresije, s katerima se spopada sodobna družba, se lahko sprva 
zdita paradoksalni, a nenadoma postaneta smiselni, če ju razumemo kot simptom večje težave 
– trenutne oblike kapitalizma. V slednji je težko spregledati pojav nadomestitve določenih 
vrednot z denarjem.66 Nemški filozof Richard David Precht ta pojav pripisuje socializaciji v 
družbi, v kateri je globoko ukoreninjen ekonomski egoizem.67 Zdi se, da vse bolj vlada 
nezaupanje v moč skupnosti in v uresničevanje skupnih družbenih ciljev.68 Bregman poudarja 
še, da so sanje o »deželi obilja« stvar preteklosti in da so v današnji družbi izgubile svojo 
nekdanjo privlačnost.69 Prepričan je, da sicer ne živimo v slabih časih, manjka pa nam 
zmožnost, da bi si zamislili boljše.70 
Tudi sam sem prepričan, da je kapitalizem ustvaril določena razmerja moči, zaradi katerih je 
kot sistem zelo obskuren. Precht težavo vidi predvsem v dejstvu, da v trenutni obliki 
kapitalizma ni prostora za idejo o gospodarski »odrasti«.71 Neskončna rast ni možna, 
spremembo pa nam med drugim preprečuje tudi naš kolektivni spomin. Po uničujočem obdobju 
druge svetovne vojne smo bili priča izjemnem povečanju blaginje. Takrat se je tudi izoblikovala 
danes že globoko zakoreninjena ideja ekonomske rasti kot osrednjega političnega cilja.72 
Odločitev, da naš politični sistem vzpostavimo na ideji produkcijskih vrednosti, lahko 
razumemo kot zadnjo rešilno bilko držav, ki jim zmanjka utopij.73 
Ko posameznik omenjeno razumevanje sveta postavi pod vprašaj, se počuti preobremenjenega, 
saj na ta način preizprašuje tudi dobršen del svoje identitete.74 Namesto, da bi preizpraševali 
svoja načela in s tem tvegali globoko osebnostno in eksistencialno krizo, se ljudje torej veliko 
raje poslužujemo ustvarjanja novih resničnosti in vztrajamo pri svojih prepričanjih bolj kot 
 
65 Prav tam, str. 21. 
66 JAMESON, 2005, op. 4, str. 229. 
67 Auf einen Kaffee mit Richard David Precht, op. 13. 
68 BREGMAN 2019, op. 2, str. 22. 
69 Prav tam, str. 13. 
70 Prav tam, str. 19. 
71 Auf einen Kaffee mit Richard David Precht, op. 13. 
72 OPITZ 2018, op. 23. 
73 BREGMAN 2019, op. 2, str. 123. 
74 Precht - Revolution für das Klima, op. 34. 
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kadarkoli prej.75 Ameriški novinar Ezra Klein navaja, da inteligentni ljudje svojega intelekta ne 
uporabljajo za namene iskanja pravih odgovorov, temveč se nasprotno zatekajo k iskanju takih, 
ki so jim všeč.76 Bi lahko zatorej trdili, da je dejanska težava že sama človeška narava? Precht 
meni, da ljudje svoja življenja reorganiziramo samo v zares ekstremnih okoliščinah.77 To 
pomeni, da je edini način reševanja omenjenega problema prepoznavanje njegove razsežnosti. 
Moja raziskava je skušala v osnovi potrditi, da smo kot družba doživeli spremembo vrednot in 
da je ta sprememba tesno povezana z razvojem kapitalističnega sistema.  Izgubili smo občutek 
za kolektivno odgovornost, naša pričakovanja glede družbenih dosežkov pa so se drastično 
znižala. Razlog za omenjeno najverjetneje leži v človeški naravi sami, saj se zdi sistem 
oblikovan na način, da človeške pomanjkljivosti izkorišča. 
Bregman sicer navaja, da današnja družba ni povsem brez idealov, le da so ti skriti v obstoj 
vseprisotne nostalgije in hrepenenja po preteklosti, ki v resnici nikoli ni obstajala.78 V tem času 
so javne in kritične debate, ki naslavljajo kapitalizem, počasi začele pridobivati več pozornosti, 
kar potencialno pomeni več možnosti za oblikovanje novih utopij. Prepričan sem, da je aktivno 
sodelovanje pri snovanju boljše prihodnosti naloga in dolžnost vsaka posameznika. 
V naslednjem sklopu raziskovalnega dela navajam nekatere temeljne vidike metode umika in 
skušam predstaviti njen pomen v kontekstu tega magistrskega dela. Odločitev za umik lahko 
opišem kot zelo intuitivno. Obdobje stagnacije, ki sem ga izkusil po raziskovanju teme in ob 
poskusu upodobitve svojih spoznanj, je najverjetneje ustvarilo podzavestno željo po prekinitvi 
rutine. Umik je sicer v najrazličnejših družbah že od nekdaj razširjena praksa in se prakticira še 
danes, največkrat v verskih skupnostih.79 
Lokacija umika in njena okolica imata za posameznika edinstven pomen, kar sem na kraju 
svojega umika, natančneje v družinski lovski koči in njeni okolici, izkusil tudi sam.80 Pri tem 
 
75 BREGMAN 2019, op. 2, str. 234. 
76 Prav tam, str. 235. 
77 Auf einen Kaffee mit Richard David Precht, op. 13. 
78 BREGMAN 2019, op. 2, str. 27. 
79 Vassa, op. 47. 
80 Re-imagining Wittgenstein’s Hut at Skjolden, op. 52. 
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velja poudariti, da kraja nisem obiskal prvič, ter da me z njim že povezuje pretekla osebna 
izkušnja, a je bil vpliv pretekle izkušnje le šibek in v večji meri ni vplival na potek samega dela. 
Svojo željo po umiku lahko razumem v kontekstu mnogih potovanj, na katera sem odhajal v 
preteklih letih. To je postal tudi eden izmed glavnih motivov za nadaljnja potovanja v obdobju 
mojega magistrskega študija. Sledil sem težnji po bivanju v nevtralnem okolju, kjer bi lahko 
naslovil svoje dvome in vprašanja glede lastne identitete in iskanja boljše družbe. Izolacija je 
bila ključen del teh potovanj in je bila nenadomestljivo sredstvo pri iskanju odgovorov na večna 
vprašanja o sebi. 
Glede na to, da se je v času pisanja tega dela in med umikom samim odvijala pandemija Covida-
19, ki je zahtevala vsesplošno karanteno, velja omeniti, da bi lahko med izolacijo v sklopu 
umika in karanteno potegnili določene vzporednice. Izolacija v času omenjene karantene ima 
namreč lahko na posameznika podoben vpliv kot umik, saj se pri obeh posameznik distancira 
od družbe in od svojega okolja. 
Ker ni mogoče podati splošne izjave glede uspešnosti umika v širšem kontekstu, je vrednotenje 
osamitve omejeno le na moj osebni umik v sklopu raziskovalnega dela. Zagotovo je slednji 
izpolnjeval željene kriterije po okolju z manj motečimi dejavniki, tako kot je njegova lokacija 
vodila k odkrivanju novih perspektiv v zvezi z opustitvijo omejujoče rutine, kljub temu pa moje 
delo v času umika prav zaradi pomanjkanja rutine in udobja poznanega okolja vseeno ni 
potekalo popolnoma nemoteno. 
V naslednjem delu teoretske raziskave se posvečam utopiji kot temi magistrskega dela. Po 
izkustvu obdobja stagnacije sem se odločil nasloviti vprašanje možnosti upodabljanja lastnih 
razmišljanj o utopiji, nastalih v času umika. 
Svoje misli o utopiji sem poskušal vizualno predstaviti na različne načine, kar me je privedlo 
do odločitve, da se osredotočim na posamezne vidike utopične ideje. 
Raziskava v sklopu magistrskega dela me je namreč pripeljala do številnih zaključkov, 
predvsem pa sem se začel zavedati absurdnosti koncepta same utopije - zamisli, ki je nikoli ni 
mogoče uresničiti. Povezava med lovsko kočo, imenovano Waidmannsruh (slo. lovsko 
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počivališče), kjer sem preživel svoj umik, in idejo utopije je sama posebej zanemarljiva, zato 
se ji v nadaljevanju ne posvečam. 
V sledečem delu nadalje preučujem vpliv umika na kreativni proces. Glede na to, da je vsak 
posameznik edinstven v svojem kreativnem delu, se lahko kreativni procesi med sabo drastično 
razlikujejo. Torej bi lahko enak umik potencialno na vsakogar vplival popolnoma različno. 
Vsem uspešno izvedenim umetniškim projektom je skupna prisotnost ustvarjalnega zanosa. Ta 
ima lahko na ustvarjalni proces močan vpliv in je tako pomemben del nadaljnjega raziskovanja. 
Ob spremljanju napredka kreativnega procesa sem zaznal, da se je zmanjšanje števila motečih 
elementov v okolju skoraj nemudoma izkazalo kot pomemben faktor pri uspešnosti procesa. 
Ob analizi izpolnjevanja nalog sem prišel do sklepa, da se je zanos pri nalogah intuitivne narave 
izražal v veliko večji meri kot sicer. Proces ustvarjalnega mišljenja pa je, nasprotno, v takemu 
okolju trpel. Pomanjkanje rutine tako kot zunanjih vplivov je vodilo k nižji produktivnosti. Tudi 
obstoj roka oddaje je podobno oviral moje kreativno delo. V času umika sem razvil koncepte 
možne implementacije projekta, posnel veliko količino fotografskega materiala in nabral 
predmete, ki so pritegnili moje zanimanje. Kasneje sem izbral še končno selekcijo konceptov, 
jih dodelal in dokončno izvedel. 
Metodo umika tako ocenjujem za učinkovito tehniko premagovanja stanja stagnacije. Nujen pa 
je poudarek, da bi bilo dognanja, pridobljena na zelo oseben način, neprimerno posploševati. 
Naslednji del je posvečen razlagi praktičnega dela. Pri tem sem se osredotočil na 
materializiranje odnosov, lastnosti in pogojev, ki sem jih odkril v zvezi z idejo o utopiji, da bi 
lažje vizualno predstavil svoja razmišljanja o omenjeni temi. V svojem delu sem se v glavnem 
osredotočal na fizične lastnosti vsake komponente. Rezultat dela je pet fotografskih objektov. 
Medij fotografije je ključen del združevanja dokumentacije in reprezentacije raziskane 
tematike. Pri tem velja poudariti, da objekti niso v svoji zadnji fazi in bodo morda podvrženi 
nadaljnjim spremembam. 
Waidmannsruh je osrednji element in središče postavitve. Celotno delo umešča v časovni in 
prostorski kontekst. Sestavljata ga dve okvirjeni fotografiji, ki sta postavljeni pokončno druga 
ob drugo na tleh in prikazujeta notranjost ter zunanjost koče. 
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Utopia and reality predstavlja prekinjeno povezavo med resničnostjo in utopijo s kontrastom 
dveh objektov; kosom lesa iz lokacije umika- prikazom resnice, in fizično popačenim 
natisnjenim posnetkom – prikazom izmišljenega v utopiji. 
The influence of the individual’s Utopia naslavlja odnos med utopijo posameznika in družbo. 
Družba se tukaj manifestira v obliki ravne površine iz potiskanega blaga, katero izkrivljajo 
posameznikove utopije, upodobljene s tremi zlomljenimi opekami, pridobljenimi na lokaciji 
umika. 
The conditionality of the individual predstavlja odvisnost naših utopij od družbe, v kateri 
živimo, in izkrivljene percepcije tega stanja. Prikaz je bil dosežen s poudarjenim kontrastom 
med dvema predstavitvama, in sicer ''posameznika'' kot okvirjene fotografije in ''družbe'' kot 
kup odtisov slabše kvalitete, odvrženih na tla. 
A personal Utopia upodablja značilnost ''nedosegljivega'', kar je skupno vsem utopijam. 
Nedosegljivost je tu prikazana kot kuverta, napolnjena s fotografijami, posnetimi leta 1982 v 
lovski koči. Te fotografije orisujejo moj oseben odnos do utopije, shranjene izven dosega v 
leseni vitrini, hkrati pa še vedno razpoznavne izza steklenega pokrova. 
Temeljni namen praktičnega dela moje magistrske naloge je raziskovanje možnosti vizualne 
reprezentacije razmišljanja o utopiji.  Utelešenje in materializacija dognanj ob dotični temi služi 
kot odgovor na raziskovalno vprašanje, pri čemer veliko vlogo igra tudi razstavna postavitev, 
ki kontekstualizira okolje in obdobje raziskave. Rešitev postavitve lahko zaradi svoje hibridne 
implementacije predstavlja inovativno obliko prikaza fotografske raziskave in s tem služi 
njenemu namenu. Delo vidim kot ustrezno tudi zato, ker zajame zapleteno razmerje med 
umetniki in njihovim nemirnim okoljem, ki lahko predstavlja povod za stagnacijo kreativnega 
procesa. 
Zaključim lahko, da umik predstavlja učinkovito metodo za premagovanje obdobij stagnacije 
v ustvarjalnem procesu, pri čemer je nujno poudariti, da odkritij ni mogoče posploševati. 
Praktično delo izpolni svojo nalogo kot odgovor na teoretični del magistrske naloge in kot 
materialna manifestacija ugotovitev o utopiji. Nadaljnje delo, ki bi temeljilo na  ugotovitvah, 
trenutno ni predvideno.  Kljub temu je bila podrobnejša obravnava in raziskava dotične teme 
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nujna za moje nadaljnje umetniško delo. Prepričan sem, da bo metoda umika v prihodnosti 
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Image 71 Markus Michael Röder, The influence of the individual’s Utopia (sketch), 2020, mixed media, 22 x 75 




Image 72 Markus Michael Röder, The influence of the individual’s Utopia (sketch), 2020, mixed media, 22 x 75 







Image 73 Markus Michael Röder, The influence of the individual’s Utopia (sketch), 2020, mixed media, 22 x 75 








Image 74 Markus Michael Röder, The influence of the individual’s Utopia (sketch), 2020, mixed media, 22 x 75 








Image 75 Markus Michael Röder, The influence of the individual’s Utopia (sketch), 2020, mixed media, 22 x 75 




Image 76 Markus Michael Röder, The influence of the individual’s Utopia (sketch), 2020, mixed media, 22 x 75 



































































Image 88 Markus Michael Röder, A personal Utopia (sketch), 2020, mixed media, 7 x 50 x 40 cm. 
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